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============

Electrostatic screening by conducting gates has previously been employed to suppress charge inhomogeneity in graphene^[@CR1]--[@CR3]^, alter its plasmon spectra^[@CR4],[@CR5]^, and renormalize electronic spectra of monolayer semiconductors^[@CR6],[@CR7]^. Elementary electrostatics tells us that the electron charge $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$n$$\end{document}$ is the carrier concentration. For a two-dimensional (2D) electron system with typical $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon$$\end{document}$ is the gate dielectric's permittivity. For typical gate dielectrics with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1\,{\mathrm{nm}}$$\end{document}$ range. For massive charge carriers such as those in bilayer graphene and 2D semiconductors, even smaller (atomic scale) $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ because of, for example, inevitable surface roughness of the conducting and insulating films used for gating and electrical leakage through dielectrics of nanometer thickness.

In this communication, we achieve the extremely challenging conditions for proximity-gate screening by using van der Waals heterostructures with atomically thin dielectric layers and atomically flat gates. Measurements of viscous electron flow in graphene and umklapp scattering rates in graphene superlattices provide two independent but complementary ways to quantify the effect of proximity screening and its dependence on $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec2}
=======

Experimental devices and measurement setup {#Sec3}
------------------------------------------

Our devices were graphene monolayers encapsulated between hexagonal boron nitride (hBN) crystals whereas graphite monocrystals served as a bottom gate (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}). These heterostructures were fabricated using the standard dry-transfer procedures^[@CR1]^ described in Methods. Multiterminal Hall bar devices with several point contacts and closely placed voltage probes (Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) were then defined by electron-beam lithography and plasma etching. An extra metal gate was deposited on top of the heterostructures, which allowed us to vary $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$d$$\end{document}$ (Supplementary Note [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}; Supplementary Fig. [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}). This ensured that the reported behavior of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$10^{19}\,{\mathrm{cm}}^{ - 3}$$\end{document}$, we also crosschecked that our conclusions were independent of the gate material by using screening gates made from layered metals such as Bi~2~Sr~2~CaCu~2~O~8+*x*~ and TaS~2~ (Methods; Supplementary Fig. [2](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}).Fig. 1Graphene devices with proximity gating and its effect on electron hydrodynamics.**a** Optical micrograph of one of our devices with four sub-μm constrictions used for point-contact measurements and several closely spaced contacts for vicinity measurements. The wiring schematic illustrates current and voltage configurations for the latter measurements. Scale bar, 2 μm **b** Schematic side view of our heterostructures. **c** $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$w \approx 0.2\,\upmu {\mathrm{m}}$$\end{document}$ (same color coding as in **c**). Dashed lines in **d** denote the resistance in the ballistic limit. Arrows in **c** and **d** indicate minima in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$R_{{\mathrm{PC}}}$$\end{document}$. **e**, **f** Viscous Hall effect for reference and close-gate devices ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T = 200\,{\mathrm{K}}$$\end{document}$. The insets illustrate electric potentials that appear due to a viscous electron flow (the arrow and circle indicate positions of current and voltage contacts, respectively). The calculations^[@CR17]^ were carried out for the experimentally determined $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To demonstrate that e--e interactions can be tuned by proximity-gate screening, a reliable diagnostic tool is essential. Many quantum transport characteristics are known to be affected by the strength of e--e interactions. For example, the phase breaking length depends on it and can be measured in quantum interference experiments^[@CR9]^ (other possibilities are discussed in ref. ^[@CR10]^). In principle, it should be possible to use such mesoscopic physics tools to probe e--e interactions in graphene but, because of its ballistic transport at micrometer-scale distances, the approach is not easy to implement in practice and its results could be difficult to interpret. On the other hand, recent experiments have shown that graphene at finite $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_{\mathrm{F}} \approx 10^6\,{\mathrm{ms}}^{ - 1}$$\end{document}$ is the Fermi velocity), were in quantitative agreement with theory (because viscosity stems from e--e interactions, the proportionality is not surprising and dimensionally correct). The viscosity measurements can be carried out using three complementary approaches: vicinity resistance^[@CR12],[@CR13]^, point-contact geometry^[@CR14],[@CR18]^, and the viscous Hall effect^[@CR15]^. Below we use all three to show that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Enhanced electron viscosity {#Sec4}
---------------------------

First, we demonstrate the screening effect qualitatively. Figure [1c](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows that the vicinity resistance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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To explain the observed dependences of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Suppression of e--e umklapp scattering {#Sec5}
--------------------------------------

To check how robust our conclusions are, we have also examined the effect of gate-induced screening on umklapp e--e scattering^[@CR19]^ that dominates resistivity $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion {#Sec6}
==========

Electron--electron scattering in monolayer graphene at finite $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Methods {#Sec7}
=======

Device fabrication {#Sec8}
------------------

Our heterostructures were assembled using stamps made from polypropylene carbonate (PPC) as a sacrificial polymer placed on polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Such polymer stamps were used to pick up exfoliated thin crystals in the following sequence: top hBN (typically thicker than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$30\,{\mathrm{nm}}$$\end{document}$), monolayer graphene, and thin bottom hBN. The latter served as a gate dielectric in the final device configuration (Fig. [1b](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), and its thickness was determined by atomic force microscopy. The resulting hBN/graphene/hBN stack was then released onto relatively small graphite crystals with thickness of 3--10 nm, which were prepared in advance on an oxidized Si wafer. The stack was large enough to extend outside the bottom graphite region, which allowed us to make quasi-one-dimensional contacts to graphene^[@CR31]^ without electrically contacting the graphite gate. The metallic contacts were defined by electron-beam lithography. We first used a mixture of CHF~3~ and O~2~ to plasma-etch hBN/graphene and expose the required contact regions. This was followed by deposition of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$60\,{\mathrm{nm}}$$\end{document}$ Au to make Ohmic contacts to graphene. A gold top gate was then fabricated using another round of electron-beam lithography and, also, served as an etching mask for the final etching step to define the Hall bar geometry.

The devices with other metallic gates (Bi~2~Sr~2~CaCu~2~O~8+*x*~ and TaS~2~) required fabrication in an oxygen- and moisture-free atmosphere of a glovebox^[@CR32]^ to avoid deterioration of the metal surfaces. Even using glovebox encapsulation, we observed a notable reduction in graphene's quality for the above gate materials, presumably because of electrical charges at the exposed surfaces (for small $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The devices were measured in a variable temperature insert that allowed stable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\pm 30\,{\mathrm{mT}}$$\end{document}$. For the point-contact measurements, we employed the quasi-four-probe geometry by driving the current through the wide contacts (on the left and right in Fig. [1a](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) and using the leads next to the studied constrictions as voltage probes.

Proximity screening for systems with the parabolic spectrum {#Sec10}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The close-gate condition depends on the density of states at the Fermi energy of the material one wants to control. We have studied graphene not only because of its electronic quality but also because of the low-density of states provided by its Dirac spectrum. For a 2D system with the conventional parabolic spectrum, the close-gate condition is much more difficult to achieve. In the latter case, a conducting gate can provide efficient screening of e--e interactions only for distances $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varepsilon _ \bot \approx 3.5$$\end{document}$), the close-gate condition requires *d* \< 7 Å, which is essentially out of experimental reach.
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